
No. 2023HOUSE
By Mr. Scibelli of Springfield (by request), petition of Claude A.

Blair for legislation relative to bills, acts, resolves and other matters
before the General Court. Rules (concurrently).

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Four.

An Act relative to bills, acts, resolves and other
MATTERS PERTAINING TO PROPOSED LEGISLATION.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
in General Court assembled, and by the authority of the
same, as follows:

1 All offerings of bills, acts or other matters pertain-
2 ing to legislation shall have the approval as having
3 been checked with the Declaration of Independence,
4 the Constitution and Bill of Rights, and state Con-
-5 stitution before being signed by the various state
6 committees, the speaker of the house, president of
7 the senate and the governor.
8 There shall be no further reference to chapters and
9 sections of other legislation unless same can be shown

10 as having approval of having been checked with the
11 Constitution.
12 This has reference to the President’s message, state
13 of the union, as of February second, nineteen hundred
14 and fifty-three, and includes the commonwealth of
15 Massachusetts and all other states, and it is our
16 people’s demand that we must have a clear under-
-17 standing, true to the constitutional principles.
18 This security affects the welfare of all of us, and in
19 order to avoid wrong functions of the laws or acts, it
20 is necessary that the judiciary committees of the
21 house and senate or the supreme court of the state
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22 lend a helping hand, as they are the people’s law
23 advisors. 1hese responsibilities are urgent and must
24 have immediate attention. It is the only way to
25 remove any taint and suspicion, and eliminate any
26 injustice and discrimination. It is the only way to
27 fill the demands to cover the people’s guaranteed
28 security of a respectable living standard, honesty and
29 to preserve independence.
30 All funds collected or received from the federal
31 government for security or welfare must be ear-
-32 marked, and not permitted to be listed or used in the
33 General Fund of either the state or local governments.
34 Any savings made by those administrating welfare,
35 must not be used for other purposes than intended.
30 However, any such savings can be used to increase
37 the individual grants.
38 All investigations or recommendations that are
39 necessary shall be made by those receiving such
40 grants.
41 A self-supporting plan of security must be uniform,
42 eliminate all duplication, such as state district offices,
43 and double taxation of the youth, liens on taxed
44 property or homes who are the direct tax payers.
45 There will be no necessity of invading the people’s
46 privacy or the limiting of savings, ownings or earnings.
47 Laws to be legal must have the same meaning for
48 the people as a whole. The people must not be
49 divided. The Constitution says banded together as
50 a -whole. Not veterans of different wars, annuities,
51 pensions, retirements, assistance and insurance and
52 one hundred and sixty-five thousand or more private
53 plans.


